
First, shame on those representatives of Oregon who call themselves Republicans when they are clearly not conservatives. 
Representative Mike Nearman did nothing wrong and the blame rests with the leadership and those who disallowed the public to 
attend and have their voice heard. Feckless politicians not representing their constituents should be voted OUT, we all now see how 
they are able to stay in office and help the Democrats, VOTE by MAIL, the corrupt system we all knew but couldn’t get investigated. 
. Representative NEARMAN, one of very few conservatives has been a thorn in the side of establishment politicians and this stunt is 
nothing more than censorship of his constituents.   All he did was exit the building through a public access and exit, any individuals 
who managed to gain access and damage OUR building should be responsible and charged. Representative Nearman serves his 
constituents not the State House or has any responsibility in regards to security. With all the security within the building and outside, 
their lack of ability to control bad actors who gained access are to blame along with poor security measures which were authorized 
by feckless political leaders at the Oregon Capital Building. Just the lack of security and not allowing the public to access it as a right 
to ALL Oregonians is responsible and should have been managed appropriately and not using a public health crisis to thwart the 
peoples right to have access to meetings, public meetings. Having been a resident of Oregon and NOW a former Democrat, I am 
appalled these so called Republicans would fall in line once again with the Democrats who have worked to remove the public from 
having access to our government forums... I urge the Republicans AND Democrats to vote down these ridiculous charges and move 
to allow access to the public not just a monitor in a window...


